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Model based loading state  
definition for parallel operated  
harvesting 
Harvesting operations are increasingly characterized by parallel harvesting and loading  
processes. Both processes must be controlled concurrently. To enable an automated loading  
a model based approach for monitoring the loading state has been analysed. Concerning  
that the partly adverse harvesting conditions reduce the efficiency of computerized vision 
based monitoring, model based loading might have the ability to play a future key role.  
This paper depicts the definition of the loading state; its loading model approaches and derives 
an overview of the research project which is promoted by the German Research Foundation.
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n In agriculture harvesting is often parallel operated. The 
performance of the loading process is a significant parameter 
for qualifying the overall harvesting process. The drivers’ at-
tention must firstly focus on the harvesting, secondly on the 
loading process. Machine collisions have to be strictly avoided. 
Additionally, to increase the utilization and the capacity of 
the machinery, harvesting is carried out by night, which sup-
plementary exhausts the machine operators. Concerning the 
growing dimensions of harvesting machines as well as of trans-
portation units, gaining insight into the transportation units is 
hindered. Furthermore higher working speed and the usage of 
bigger Transportation units is engaged. ([1], [2], [3])

The Institute of Agricultural Machinery and Fluid Power de-
veloped the automated position control of the spout of a forage 
harvester during a former research project (c. f. [4]). Controlling 
the overall loading process automatically, represents a consec-
utive improvement, which allows loading without interaction 
and manual control by the machine operator. Looking forward 
to an automatic loading system a new research project has been 
executed, and a throughput-related loading system has been de-
veloped and scrutinized. The basic components of this model 
based system are the relative position of the vehicles, and the 

loading point position control. Regarding the vehicle’s relative 
position and the actual orientation of the spout, the real load-
ing point is calculated. In opposite to stand-of-the-art automatic 
loading systems ([5], [6]), which uses optical sensors for the 
direct measurement of the loading state, the distribution of the 
loaded crop is approximated model based. 

The throughput and the loading point are estimated by 
field-proven sensors, and the loading state is modelled in an ap-
proximation. Setting an expedient sequence of loading points, 
the transportation unit is gradually filled. 

Usable model of the loading geometry,  
the distribution and the loading process
Developing a model to approximate the distribution and the ge-
ometry of the load is an important part of the research project. 
During the project field trials were carried out, focussed on the 
analysis of the crop cone geometry and the crop cone interaction. 
Three assumptions were qualified, which are discussed in [7]. 

The bulk heap gradient on the slope heading the crop  n

stream is directly influenced by the properties of the crop 
material. The gradient of the front shoulder of the crop cone 
is in the range of 31° to 40°. 

The gradient on the averted side is affected both by  n

the material properties and the impact vector of the crop 
stream. If the impact vector exceeds the value of 45°, the 
gradient is saturating in a range of 35° to 40°. 

The deviation of the apex coordination (eke. heap apex  n

shifting) and the gradient of the crop cones can not be sepa-
rated, and a joint concept must be achieved to model the 
deviation. On balance the crop cone’s and the impact point 
of the crop stream correlate only in exceptional cases. 
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Leaning towards the assumptions of Schulze and Landry in [8], 
[9] numerical simulation methods were not used. These meth-
ods in general consume a high amount of computing power, 
which is normally not available at harvesting machinery. Dur-
ing the project a new model approach has been embarked, de-
scribing the geometry via elementary 3D functions, such as 
cones, paraboloids and hyperboloids.

A first approach has been implemented, defining single 
bulk heaps as split, two phased crop cones. These cones consist 
of a circular cone and an elliptic cone. As a detailled derivation 
and discussion exceeds the scope of this work, the work of [10] 
shall be appointed.

The loading state is approximated with a two dimensional 
matrix. Every single element of the matrix is defined as discrete 
coordinates of the transportation unit. The value of the element 
correlates with the loading height at the coordinates. Thereby 
the matrix defines the distribution via an elevation profile of 
the load, and the volume of the load can easily be calculated. 

Whilst the loading state is defined by the elevation profile, 
the loading process is approximated as the sequentially calcu-
lation of the loading state. Therefore discrete loading volume is 
added to the loading state. Concerning the value of the volume, 
the loading vector and the actual loading state, the distribution 
of the additional volume is estimated and the new, combined 
loading state is defined (figure 1). The estimation is separated 
into three steps.

Calculation of the real loading point: Every loading point is 1. 
defined as coordinates inside the transportation unit. Using 
the loading point, the actual loading state and the impact 
vector of the crop stream, the real loading point is assumed. 
It defines the coordinates of the generated, new crop cone 
apex, which is approximated by the split cone. This cone is 
defined – as the loading state – via a two-dimensional ma-
trix, the matrices dimensions and the correlation to the co-
ordinates in the transportation unit are even.
Estimation of the Loading height and the distribution of the 2. 
load: Using the definition of the geometry of the single cone 

(c. f. Figure 2), the real loading point and the actual loading 
state, the height of the apex and the distribution of the added 
load is calculated. 

Defining the combined loading state: The distribution of the 
load is described by the elevation profile. The dimensions and 
conventions of the profile are the same as of the matrices gi-
ven above. Adding the matrices defines the combined loading 
state, concerning of the actual loading state and the additional 
volume. 

Defining the loading state
As figured above, the loading state is calculated by adding the 
matrices, which describe the loading state and the additional 
volume. The distribution of the additional volume is calculated 
using an iterative approximation method. The sequences of the 
method are given in figure 2. The parameters used in one sin-
gle iterative approximation are labelled with an additional (*). 
Furthermore tabular 1 derives an overview of the used abbre-
viations and the meanings of the parameters. 

The sequences shown in figure 2 are given as follows: 
The height of the loading state at the coordinates of the real 3. 
impact point is calculated. 
The calculated height is increased by a preset difference 4. 
ΔhBPeff = 1 cm, leading to the crop cone height h*BPeff

.
Using the geometrical definition and the real loading point 5. 
the elevation profile of the matrix M*Kegel is estimated, 
which describes a single cone of the height h*BPeff

 and the 
basal origin coordinates of BPeff.
The distribution of the load is given by M*6. Diff. It is defined 
as the difference of the matrices M*Kegel (s. a.) und MAnh  
(the loading state). MDiff is generally positive, and values less 
zero are set to zero. 
The volume V*7. Diff is calculated using the elevation profile 
of M*Diff.
The real loading height and the distribution are achieved, 8. 
when V*Diff is exceeding the added volume (Vseq). The new 
loading state is estimated by adding the given matrices.

Fig. 1

Discrete loading state definition
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Compared to usual approximation methods this approach has 
one main advantage: the loading state is described, but changes 
in the size of the added volume and eventual upcoming changes 
of the loading point can be estimates as well.

Discussion and conclusion
This article derives an overview of a new approach for model-
ling agricultural crops, which is suitable for loading processes. 
The approach was scrutinized in field trials. During these tri-
als six operators were driving the transportation units, differ-
ing in driving skill and agricultural knowledge. The relative posi-

Fig. 2

Operation chart of the iterative approximation

Abbreviation list

Bezeichnung 
Abbreviation

Bedeutung 
Meaning

Vseq
(Sequentiell) zugeführtes Teilvolumen
(Sequential) additive volume

VDiff
Berechnetes Volumen der Verteilungs- bzw. Differenzmatrix (MDiff)
Calculated volume of the distributional differential resp. differential matrix 

BPeff
Effektiver Beladungspunkt in Form der Koordinaten auf der Anhängerfläche
Effective loading point

MAnh
Matrix des Höhenprofils der Beladung im Anhänger (Beladungszustand)
Matrix of the height morphology inside the trailer (loading state)

hBPeff

Schütthöhe der entstehenden Gutverteilung oberhalb des effektiven Beladungspunkts
Height of the distribution at the coordinates of the effective loading point

ΔhBPeff

Iterationsgröße, Annäherung der Schütthöhe in der Größenordnung von ΔhBPeff
  

Iterational value, used to increase the distribution height

MKegel
Theoretische Gutverteilung bei gegebener Schütthöhe (hBPeff

) und effektivem Beladungspunkt (BPeff)
Theoretical cone geometry concerning the given height (hBPeff

)

MDiff

Differenzmatrix der Höhenprofile von Beladungszustand und der rein auf die Schütthöhe und den Beladungspunkt  
bezogenen Gutverteilung (MKegel)
Differential matrix of the loading state and the theoretical cone geometry

Table 1
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tion of the vehicles was varied and two loading strategies were 
tested. The first strategy implied a constant relative position 
of the vehicle, the second one a constant relative orientation 
of the loading spout. Besides the longitudinal position of the 
vehicles the lateral position was changed. After testing the au-
tomated loading system, the calculated distribution of the crop 
was compared to the real distribution, regarding to the eleva-
tion profile. 

The functionality of the automated loading system was prov-
en only with few limitations, such as malfunctions of the posi-
tioning system. The median deviation of the elevation height 
between the real and the modelled distribution is in a range of 
less than 15% of the maximum loading height. Considering the 
variation range of the trials and the massive level of crop cone 
abstraction, the results of the comparison are very promising. 
The given approach gives best opportunities for further devel-
opment and a prosperous usage. 

As an outlook the further enhancement of the approach is 
planned, by means of the knowledge-based integration of the 
impact of disturbance values. Using a modular integration me-
thod, the loading processes can be fundamentally facilitated, 
firstly regarding to agricultural crops and secondly to materials 
utilized in other process engineering technologies. 
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